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COMMON HALF YEARLY EXAMINATION – 2016 

STANDARD – XII 

ENGLISH  I PAPER 

KEY 

SECTION  - A  (Vocabulary – Lexical competencies)  Marks  : 30 

I    A]  Choose the most appropriate of the four given contexts which equates with that of the 

underlined lexical item on each  of the following sentences  (5 x 1 = 5) 

1. B 2.  A 3.  B 4.  B 5.  C  

B] Choose the most accurate of the four given words opposite to the underlined word:       

(5 x 1 = 5) 

6. d 7. C 8. B 9. C 10. B 

      C]  Answer any ten of the following :  (10 x 2 = 20) 

11.  Radius  -  radii  / index  - indexes, indices  (any suitable sentence) 

12. ‘on cloud nine’  - extremely happy  (any suitable sentence) 

13. CPU  = Central Processing Unit  (any suitable sentence) 

14. vein, vain 

15.  medical   + care  = medicare. (any suitable sentence) 

16. con-tact, for-tun-ate, par-ti-cu-lar, pre-si-dent 

17. Old as a noun and Old as an adjective  (any suitable sentences) 

18. Holiday  - vacation  (any suitable sentence) 

19. Care taker  (any suitable sentence) 

20. ir (prefix)  or ‘ful’ (suffix)  (any suitable sentence) 

21. Noun + Noun    and Noun + Adjective 

22.  bring in  (to introduce a new rule, law , a person) (any suitable sentence) 

        Bring up (to raise children) (any suitable sentence) 

23. laboratory – lab  (any suitable sentence)  and refrigerator  - fridge  (any suitable sentence) 
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Section – B (Grammatical competencies )  -  Mark :20 

II. A] Fill in the blanks of the following sentences  (10 x 1 = 10) 

24.  should / must 

25. had 

26. used to 

27. who 

28. which / that 

29. would become 

30. despite / in spite of  

31. SVOA (any suitable sentence) 

32. Impersonal  

33. or / else  

B] Transform the following sentences as instructed : (5 x 2 = 10) 

34. This is a dialogue  between  a student and a clerk. The student requested the clerk and   

      asked when he could meet the principal.  The clerk told the student that he could meet    

      him at 2.30 p.m. The student thanked him. 

35. Had I run fast, I would have won the medal. 

36. Unless you listen carefully, you will forget it. 

37. The bell rang and so the children left the school. 

38. After completing my home work, I took rest. / Having completed my home work, I took  

      rest. 
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Section – C  (Reading competencies)  Marks : 15 

III. A] Identify each of the following  sentences with the field in the list given below, by 

understanding the word or words serving as the clue. (5 x 1 = 5) 

39. Sports   

40. Education 

41. Tourism 

42. Religion 

43. Commerce 

B] Read the following passage  and answer in your own words..  (5 x 2 = 10) 

44. The narrator says that elephants are intelligent because they  have reasoning capabilities, 

can learn skills and complex emotions… 

45. They spray  water over unsuspecting visitors. 

46. They are working elephants specially trained to assist in translocation projects. 

47. Female elephants’ temperament is more suitable for translocation work. 

48. To give moral support  to wild ones who are frightened, angry and confused. 

 Two working elephants  flank a single wild elephant, touching it with their trunk 

providing comfort and calm. 

Section – D   (Marks – 15) 

IV) A] Answer any one of the following question (5) 

49. Analyse the oration of Mark Antony. 

50.  How did Johnson collect  the  English  words for his dictionary? 

51. Explain the aftermath of atomization of Hiroshima 

B] Write an essay in about 250 words  (10) 

52, 53, 54 

Section  - E  (Literary competencies  - poetry  - Mark – 20) 
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55.  The poet says that we should not trust future. 

56.  Air around us means the family members 

57. Soul is musing 

58. English is compared to Dawn. 

59. Throwing  a log  at the snake. 

60. because he is his enemy. 

B] Read the following three sets of lines and anwer the questions given .. (3) 

61. Simile 

62. Souls, soiled 

63. The Bible. 

C]  Explain any two of the following sets of lines…  (2 x 3 = 6) 

64. Snake by D.H. Lawrence 

65. English Words by V.K.Gokak 

66. A Psalm of Life by H.W. Longfellow 

D] Answer any one of the following… (5) 

67.  Women’s Rights   

68. The man he killed 

69. English Word 
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